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Timothy Lanfear
Timothy Lanfear is the director of the European solution
architecture and engineering team in NVIDIA’s Enterprise
Solutions Group. He has twenty-five years’ experience in HPC,
starting as a computational scientist in British Aerospace’s
corporate research centre, and then moving to technical pre-sales
roles with Hitachi, ClearSpeed, and most recently NVIDIA. He
has a degree in Electrical Engineering and a PhD for research in
the field of graph theory, both from Imperial College London. He
is a Chartered Engineer and Member of the Institution of Engineering and Technology.
Fabian Caba
Fabian Caba is a Ph.D. student at King Abdullah University of
Science and Technology, currently focused on the development of
novel Computer Vision techniques for video understanding. He is
part of the multicultural and diverse Image and Video
Understanding Lab (IVUL) advised by Bernard Ghanem. He and
his colleagues designed, organized and hosted The ActivityNet
Large Scale Activity Recognition Challenge for two consecutive
years at the premier annual Computer Vision event, CVPR. The challenge attracted a
large number of participants, and it was sponsored by several industrial partners
including Google DeepMind, NVidia, Qualcomm, and Panasonic.
Karl van Aswegen
Karl is Mechanical Engineer specialized in CAE simulation that has
worked in a wide variety of industries as a structural analyst in
South Africa, United Kingdom and the Middle East for the past 12
years. Graduated from the University of Stellenbosch, South Africa
with a BEng (Mechanical) & MScEng (Mechanical). Registered
Professional Engineer (Pr.Eng) with the Engineering Council of
South Africa (ECSA). Currently working for Fluid Codes in the
UAE as an ANSYS, LSTC and Rocky DEM applications engineer
providing software training, support and consulting services.

Rached Abdelkhalak
Rached is a research Scientist at the Extreme Computing Research
Center (ECRC). Before joining KAUST, he worked as an HPC
software developer at the Advanced Computing and Visualization
department - TOTAL Exploration and Production. Holding a Ph.D.
(2013) and an engineering degree (2007) in computer science from
respectively the University of Bordeaux I and ENSEIRB (Ecole
Nationale Supérieure d'Électronique, Informatique et de Radiotélécommunications Bordeaux). His research interests focus on speeding up oil and gas
upstream applications (seismic modeling, imaging and interpretation, digital rock
physics) by combining the use of adapted numerical and algorithmic approaches with
effective parallel implementation on multicore and manycore architectures.
Issam Said
Issam Said is an HPC solutions architect for Oil and Gas (O&G)
at NVIDIA. He mainly works with large energy accounts to help
them embrace the NVIDIA HPC and deep learning end-to-end
solutions, in order to accelerate their critical and data-intensive
workloads. He holds a PhD in computational science, funded by
TOTAL, that he received from the University of Pierre and Marie
Curie (Paris, France) in 2015. Prior to joining NVIDIA, Issam
was a Postdoctoral Fellow at the University of Houston working with TOTAL E&P USA,
where he focused on GPU programming models for seismic processing. His technical
expertise includes applied geophysics, numerical methods, HPC and deep learning
applied to the O&G segment.
Brent Leback
Brent Leback is the Service and Support Manager for PGI. He has
worked in various positions over the last 31 years in HPC customer
support, math library development, applications engineering and
consulting at QTC, Axian, PGI, STMicroelectronics, and NVIDIA.
Ali Charara
Ali Charara is a PhD candidate in Computer Science at KAUST,
and a member of the KAUST’s Extreme Computing Research
Center. He is interested in optimizing dense linear algebra for
hybrid-distributed memory systems equipped with GPUs,
especially covariance matrix solvers. He also worked in the field
of computer graphics and scientific visualization for several
years. He received his MS degree in computer science from
KAUST in 2011, and his BS from American University of Beirut
in 1999. Prior to joining KAUST he worked as R&D manager,
research engineer, and technical consultant at several companies
in Lebanon for ten years. He also served as a Lecturer on advanced programming courses
for two years. He expects to graduate in 2018.

Dalal Sukkari
Dalal Sukkari is a fourth-year PhD candidate in Applied
Mathematics and Computational Science at KAUST. Her research
centers on a new high performance implementaion of the QRbased Dynamically Weighted Halley Singular Value
Decomposition (QDWH-SVD) solver on multicore architecture
enhanced with multiple GPUs. She has introduced a high
performance QDWH-SVD implementation on distributed
memory based on the state-of-the-art vendor-optimized numerical
library ScaLAPACK, and has presented the first asynchronous,
task-based formulation of the polar decomposition QDWH and its
corresponding implementation in the context of the Chameleon library with the dynamic
runtime system StarPU on various architectures. Currently, she is working on a high
performance implementation of partial singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm
based on QDWH (QDWH partial SVD) to compute the most significant singular values
and their corresponding singular vectors. She has presented at conferences and published
in each of these areas including a Best Paper at Euro-Par 2016. She received her MSc
degree in Applied Mathematics from KAUST in July 2013 with Dean’s Academic
Excellence Award. Dalal hails from Jordan, where she earned her BS in Applied
Mathematics from Hashemite University of Jordan, Amman, in 2008.
Saber Feki
Saber Feki is a Computational Scientist Lead at the KAUST
Supercomputing Core Laboratory, where he leads the scientists
group supporting scientific computing on Shaheen
supercomputer. He participated in the technical aspects of the
procurement and led the acceptance of the world's top 10
supercomputer, Shaheen XC40. Saber received his MSc and
Ph.D. degrees in computer science from the University of
Houston in 2008 and 2010 respectively. He then joined the oil
and gas company TOTAL in 2011 as HPC Research Scientist.
Saber has been with KAUST since summer 2012. His research
interests include parallel programming models and automatic performance tuning of MPI
communications and OpenACC accelerated applications such as computational
electromagnetics and seismic imaging.
Georgios Markomanolis
George S. Markomanolis is a Computational Scientist at KAUST
Supercomputing Core Laboratory. His research interests are on
performance evaluation and optimization of HPC applications
with a focus on weather models and support to the users of
supercomputers. He is expert on using many profiling tools,
understanding the bottlenecks and propose solutions. He is
working on new technologies such as Intel Xeon Phi KNL and he
co-organized the KAUST-NVIDIA GPU Hackathon 2017. He

leads the Burst Buffer early users program where he explores many methodologies to
achieve better I/O performance across various users’ applications. Moreover, he explores
task-based programming models and has achieved performance improvements compared
to standard programming models. Before joining KAUST, he was senior engineer at
Barcelona Supercomputing Center, at the Earth Sciences department. He obtained his
M.S. in Computational Science from the department of Informatics and
Telecommunication, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece in 2008 and
his Ph.D. in Computer Science from the Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon, France in
2014.

